SEPTEMBER
is ADVENTURE
NATURE ARTISTS
Draw what you see when
you are out of the house,
draw each-other,
draw your pets,
the sun-rise or sun-set,
get creative with
all that is around you!

BEAR PICNIC
Gather your favorite bear,
doll or toy and prepare a picnic
for the whole family. Go
somewhere you usually don’t
go, look at the map and try to
discover a park you haven’t
been yet.

CAMP FIRE
Let the kids help
build and light the fire. No
outdoor/fire pit? Inside is as
much as fun! Light as many
candles as you have on a tray
and turn other lights of.
A real campfire
in your house!

SCAVENGER HUNT
Keep some egg cartons and
use them to gather nature,
flowers, leaves, nuts etc etc.
Sort them on color or on size,
shape or
any other way you want

STAR GAZING
When it turns dark go to a
park without direct street
lights, to watch the stars. Use
a phone/tablet with a (free)sky
view app and find
extraterrestrial adventures
tonight!

PARK HOPPING
Get a map of the
neighborhood. Circle parks
in walking of cycling
distance. Do a park
challenge in every park.
Think of; slide 4x, monkey
bar 3x, swing and jump 2x,

GEOCACHING
Get the (free) app on your
phone and find amazing
little treasures! Bring some
funny bits and pieces with
you to place in a treasure
you find

MAKE A MOVIE
Make your own movie,
write a plot, think
of different scenes
and give every member
of the family a task.
Outside is the best light!
Take advantage of that.

PIRATE TREASURE
Prepare a pirate treasure,
hide it at night. Make a
treasure- map, and use red
paint as a 'blood' trail... going
from the map to the treasure.
In the morning the story
will tell itself

EYE SPY
Prepare a local eye spy
while out with a friend. Make
random pictures of funny,
typical things, like a letterbox,
street sign, front door, tree,
shop sign etc. Print in
random order. Let the
kids find them.

HUT BUILDING
Build a tent in the livingroom or garden or use the
trampoline and sleep under
the stars, sleep in it, together
with the kids, they’ll love it,
remember it, treasure it.
Read a spooky story,
cuddle and giggle.

